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SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND TERRITORIAL EXPERIENCES FROM CLOSING
DOWN TIHANGE NPP

Mrs. LIZIN
Mayor of Huy

I would like to explain the situation as regards the NPP in Huy, the town is known as
Huy but the NPP is better known by the name of Tihange, the nearby village. There are
3 reactors and are from a franco-belgium partnership. The town counts 20.000
inhabitants, in the region we have 50.000 inhabitants (10 km around the NPP).

What is a town? What influence can a town have on decisions of this nature taken by
central or federal government? As far as my town is concerned, we base our policy on
the document adopted by the Chamber and the Senate after the Chernobil accident. As
far as the region is concerned, we have tried to respond to the major concern of this
document.

As regards to investments, we changed the site of the fire station which, if there were to
be an incident or accident, would be called out to deal with it and we shifted the fire
station to a place just behind the NPP, so that reaction time could be as small as
possible. We have provided fire-fighting equipment and we are planning to provide
other types of protective equipment.

We set up an Advisory Committee at community level, it is not a legal body and it
involves the Mayor, the services concerned especially the emergency services and the
NPP. The Committee is working very well and effectively. If there is some incident, we
do a full review of the situation.

We could not possibly pay a nuclear safety expert, we do not have such a budget, so we
entered and agreement with the radiology institute and we were able to pay an expert
from this institute. Other problems are the planing permission to build the reservoir, an
interim storage depository for waste. There is a general feeling that there are more and
more places, rooms, and areas, which have been used by this facility. Now the situation
has not been clarified yet. Belgium has not chosen any sites for short-term storage and
the question of long-term storage has not yet been discussed in the Parliament, although
I have been requesting it for some time now. So the general situation is not promising
for the launching of the debate on the future of nuclear energy.

There are certain areas, which do fall specifically under the responsibility of the local
regional authorities, particularly emergency plans. I have always been interested in
keeping a close contact with those who have to deal with incidents (Chernobil,
Tokamura). I have a report on Tokamura, drawn up in December, made in order to
understand the decision making chain, which led to this incident.
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MISSION IN TOKAIMURA (JAPAN) - DECEMBER 1999

The mission of the delegation from Huy, in december 1999 could measure the scale of real
responsabilities and the concern against nuclear power that the accident created in the
population.

Other reports established by specialized organisms made the detail of the facts and
consequences.

The particular approach of the mission and the contacts with different public authorities
allowed us to complete this reports and to make a comparison between local, regional and
national levels in the event of an accident.

It permitted us to learn about measures we could take in Belgium.

Tokaimura was a main accident that showed the errors of the people in charge (JCO) and the
Japanese agency for nuclear security.

Some errors and statements can be underlined :

- The inadequate control by the people in charge before the accident.

The firemen and security services didn't know anything about the radiation danger.

- The local authorities started the emergency measures but the especially created agency for
that mission did not have any reaction, (incredulity).

The difficulties to get in time credible radiation measures to inform the population. (No
permanent measures of neutronic level).

The needed vehicles in an emergency - they were not tested and were a source of errors,
the drivers without any protection in a contaminated area and there were no buses -.
requisition of private buses in disorder.

The accident of Tokaimura had a very low probability, so only the local level (facing the
population) had an immediate reaction.
Tokaimura confirms the necessity of a permanent crisis center in town and on regional level.
(Mito is at the same distance from Tokaimura than Liege from Huy).

For prevention, Tokaimura « nuclear town » had only very simple instruments to inform the
population :

- poster with evacuation site

pointed out permanent evacuation site

radio in each home

These are detailed in this report and have to contribute to a reflection.
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More than ever, Tokairnura shows the urgency to test in rea! size the evacuation and the
confinement of the population. An exereice on a big scale has to be realized, to decide which
are the best ways (dosimeter — clothes - vehicules)

We need a complete revision of the system to measure radioactivity in the air actually used in
Belgium. The system « Telerad » does not give any information to the Mayor or the security
services. What will happen if there is an accident ?

Japan in emergency voted a complementary budget from 1,2 billion dollars

At the Belgian scale, to measure radioactivity on population within a radius of 10 km needs a
budget of 100 millions. Who is going to pay, the State or the nuclear company ?

In Japan the discussion is not closed after the accident. The problem of insurance and
compensation is still in progress.

The population undergoes also the negative economic consequences against agriculture
products from and around Tokaimura.

In conclusion we made a parallel between :

The extent of the financial capacities in human beings and technicals with regard to tiieir
ineficieney.

The speed and the efficacy of the measures taken at local level by the authorities
concerned by the population with regard to the delay and the passivity of the agency
which had technical and scientific possibilities.

Almost the lack of supervisiorurf a nuclear company with regard to the
development of the prevention and information measures, and what is foreseen in urgent
eases

This report has been drawn up on behalf of the Ministry of Interior, the Governors ans the
Authorities in charge of the appliance of security measures.
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